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Abstract: Environmental concerns have globally driven the encouragement of green supply chain
management. Accordingly, business and industrial organizations try to seek green supply chain
strategies to respond to market pressure regarding corporate social responsibility. Green supplier
selection is one of the practical strategies for modern enterprises. With the large-scale development
of the palm oil products industry, green supplier selection technique is the key for decision making
when dealing with mass information and possible risks of biased data. For instance, the preference of
decision makers possibly causes a misleading decision, thus leading to unnecessary waste of resources.
Therefore, the contribution of this paper is to apply the integrated multi-criteria decision method
using the ‘fuzzy decision-making trial and evaluation laboratory’ (fuzzy DEMATEL) method to
consider the cause and effect relationship and then using fuzzy analytic network process (fuzzy ANP)
to assign the weight of each relevant criteria. The initial results are useful for strategic procurement
planning. In the final step, we adopt the prospect theory to synthesize procurement’s psychological
and behavioral factors when selecting green suppliers. The final result refers to the comprehensive
prospect value to rank the eligible suppliers into orders. Moreover, the results of both sensitivity
analysis and comparison method confirm that the proposed model is adequately realistic and robust.

Keywords: green supplier selection; palm oil products industry; fuzzy DEMATEL; fuzzy ANP;
prospect theory; procurement strategy

1. Introduction

A supply chain consists of certain processes including production planning, raw material sourcing,
production, quality control, product shipping, as well as inventory management. Sourcing is a key
point of the procurement process in the supply chain, with its critical roles in resource efficiency
management and cost reduction. However, the sourcing is not only relevant to either the buyer of raw
materials or the manufacturer of the products, but also the suppliers of those raw materials required.
Therefore, supplier selection is considered one of the most strategic parts of supply chain management
(SCM) of the company [1]. Nowadays, sustainable enterprise management promotion has encouraged
green supply chain implementations. For instance, a green supply chain may apply a green production
with an environmentally friendly design which supports the reduction of wastes and greenhouse gas
emissions generated during the production process. Aiming to minimize environmental problems, a
large number of enterprises try to engage only in green supply chains with environmentally, socially,
and economically sustainable material sourcing and production processes. Accordingly, sustainable
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manufacturers also focus on green supplier selection to save cost and to protect the environment at the
same time [2].

In Thailand, green concepts have been widely applied in many industries including the palm oil
products industry. Palm oil is an essential raw material for producing certain types of products such
as fuels and various consumer goods; thus, the demand for palm oil in Thailand has continuously
risen [3]. Many manufacturers who require raw palm oil for their production inputs are paying
attention to involvement in green supplier selection in order to support global sustainability by
considering several related conditions. Generally, the company would closely evaluate relevant green
factors when choosing a supplier of palm oil. However, green factor evaluation might not be efficient
due to unscientific decision-making, possibly leading to the loss of profits and of the ability to compete
in the market. Moreover, a misleading green evaluation may also negatively influence the whole
supply chain, including both upstream and downstream operations, and finally leads to negative
impacts on the company’s reputation, particularly regarding corporate social responsibility.

There are some specific problems that occur when complicated multi-criteria decision-making
is applied to the selection of green suppliers for Thailand palm oil-related product industry. Firstly,
green factors previously used in the supplier selection in the palm oil products industry might not
cover all relevant aspects and may not align with a green supplier’s practical operations. Conventional
procurements focus on the comparison of quality, price, time, and transportation cost while they still
lack evaluation on environmental impacts. Secondly, procurement teams deal with lots of information,
so there might be a problem of information loss. Traditional data analysis only represents data in the
form of real numbers, and that would create an uncertain environment which lessens the efficiency of
data analysis such as evaluating and ranking, especially when arranging qualitative data (i.e., service
minds, attitudes). Therefore, linguistic variables should be more appropriate for denoting the data on
human thinking with fuzzy characteristics, for instance, ‘very poor’, ‘poor’, ‘good’, and ‘excellent’.
Thirdly, methods for determining the weights of factors in current green supplier selection did not
consider the uncertainty and fuzzy characteristics occurred during the decision making. Most of the
studies only apply basic principles when determining the weights without an in-depth analysis of each
factor’s impact on final decision-making results. Lastly, the decision making of procurement teams
concerns risk and uncertainty, namely psychological problems. Behavioral characteristics of decision
makers may lead to over expectation or unavoidable risks due to certain limitations [4].

This study develops the following methodologies to find solutions for abovementioned problems:

(1) Evaluation index system that includes green criteria is developed by integrating data from
previous research as well as experts in Thailand’s palm oil products industry.

(2) Classic multi-criteria decision-making method (MCDM) is a reliable instrument for supplier
selection. However, in this study, MCDM is extended to an integrated multi-criteria
decision-making method using fuzzy DEMATEL combined with fuzzy ANP, or so called
fuzzy DEMATEL-ANP. Firstly, fuzzy DEMATEL is used for identifying the cause and effect
interrelationship of green factors. Later, fuzzy ANP—which is an extended version of the
analytical hierarchy process (AHP)—is applied to identify index weights of various elements
using comparison matrix in order to adopt a network structure of interdependency. ANP
effectively enhance decision making efficiency both quantitatively and qualitatively, especially
for complicated real-world problems [5].

(3) This study also applies prospect theory to the process of green supplier selection in the palm
oil products industry to prevent the bias caused by the behavior of decision makers as well as
the loss aversion that might influence the final decision solution [6]. Due to the possibility of
over expectation or environmental and managerial limitations, decision-makers are not entirely
rational when making decisions that present possible risk, thus they tend to use bounded
rationality [7].

(4) We design an integrated MCDM model by employing prospect theory to green supplier
selection under fuzzy environment. The proposed framework offers three main benefits:
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(i) the decision-making process is concrete and easy to implement; (ii) the decision making
process combined with the prospect theory enhances reality and robustness as well as strategic
procurement within the industry; and (iii) the result of supplier ranking is useful for conducting
further analysis and guidance on buyer–supplier cooperation towards environmental concerns.

There are three main contributions of this study. Firstly, after careful consideration of the economic,
environmental, and social aspects concerning green supply chain condition, the paper establishes
5 dimensions and 15 criteria for green supplier selection, which can help enterprises in the process
of identifying potential areas of improvement for green suppliers, while avoiding the potential risk
of selecting unsuitable suppliers. Secondly, suppliers that want to ‘go green’ can apply the ranking
result of relevant green supplier selection criteria into their operations by focusing on primary factors.
Suppliers may enhance the long-term relationship with buyers by promoting their green practices as
valuable contributions towards sustainability. Finally, we proposed an integrated MCDM model based
on prospect theory for solving a problem in green supplier selection in an uncertain environment, as
well as selecting an appropriate green supplier for a particular company. The findings of the study can
also improve management practices with reference to synthesized green supplier selection criteria.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the literature review.
Section 3 describes an integrated multi-criteria decision-making model based on prospect theory.
Section 4 exemplifies a case study. The results and discussions are shown in Section 5, and finally, the
conclusions are recited in Section 6.

2. Literature Review

Responding to specific regulations regarding environmental concerns, businesses are now
focusing on green supply chain systems, including the selection of green suppliers. Green supplier
selection simultaneously relates to various factors, both quantitative and qualitative, thus it usually
involves multi-criteria decision-making problems [8,9]. Furthermore, prospect theory has also been
applied to critical decision-making processes in green or sustainable supply chain management [10].

Researchers in different countries have studied criteria for supplier selection both
methodologically and theoretically. Regarding the methodologies, MCDM methods—such as TOPSIS,
VIKOR, AHP, ANP, and DEMATEL—as well as the extended version of these methods have been
previously used in green supplier selection procedure [11]. Shen et al. [12] combine fuzzy set theory
with TOPSIS when evaluating suppliers’ environmental performance. Buyukozkan [13] integrates
a novel fuzzy MCDM including fuzzy DEMATEL, ANP, and TOPSIS as strategic tools for supplier
selection under green principles to create efficiency and positive reputations of the organization. Santos
et al. [14] propose an environmentally friendly supplier selection model for Brazilian furniture industry
using fuzzy integrated with Shannob’s Entropy and the TOPSIS method to deal with uncertainty
in the decision-making process. Shi et al. [15] solve the problem of green supplier selection with
uncertain linguistic information by firstly adapting interval-valued intuitionistic uncertain linguistic
sets (IVIULSs) to minimize uncertainties of decision makers and then applying GRA-TOPSIS method
to make it more realistic and more efficient. Mousakhani et al. [16] initiate an innovative method for
green supplier evaluation under group decision-making approach using interval-type-2 fuzzy sets
(IT2FSs) and TOPSIS method for the green supplier selection barriers in a case study of the battery
industry. Wang et al. [17] adopt the MCDM model with fuzzy AHP and green data envelopment
analysis (GDEA) to recognize the weight of criteria for supplier selection in the food processing
industry in Vietnam.

Wang and Tsai [18] propose a fuzzy MCDM model that integrates fuzzy AHP with the data
envelopment analysis (DEA) into the evaluation and selection of solar panel supplier for photovoltaic
system design in Taiwan. Awasthi et al. [19] come up with an integrated fuzzy AHP-VIKOR based
model for sustainable supplier assessment by considering the risks possibly caused by the company’s
sub-suppliers. Rahiminezhad et al. [20] use fuzzy ANP to rank the suppliers regarding both traditional
and green key performance indicators (KPI) when conducting supplier selection. Bottani et al. [21]
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apply ANP by integrating quality function deployment QFD methods for supplier selection by
considering the benefits, costs, opportunities, as well as risks. Liou et al. [22] present a hybrid model for
supplier selection of green supply chains in Taiwanese electronic companies by combining DEMATEL
based ANP and complex proportional assessment of alternatives with Gray relations (COPRAS-G).
Also, Jiang et al. [23] propose DEMATEL based ANP and grey methods, which provided the suitable
ranking of green suppliers for Taiwan’s automotive industry. Guarnieri and Trojan [24] apply AHP
method to assign the weighting for each supplier selection factor, and in the meantime employ
ELECTRE-TRI method to classify the supplier in the textile industry based on social, environmental,
and economic criteria.

For theoretical research, Lu et al. [25] introduce a green supplier selection case in straw biomass
industry by integrating cloud model with MCDM with an aim to avoid the risks of the fuzziness as well
as randomness of extensive evaluation information. Song et al. [26] utilize prospect theory to analyze
the manufacturer’s psychological and behavioral factors during an environmentally friendly supplier.
Song et al. [27] illustrate green supplier selection in a dynamic environment by using third-generation
prospect theory (PT3) to examine psychological and behavioral factors of the manufacturers, and at
the same time creating gain and loss matrix to assign the weight of each relevant factor. Qin et al. [28]
research a new distance based on the fuzzy logic and α-cuts of the IT2FSs and extend the novel
TODIM method by integrating prospect theory application to solve green supplier selection issues.
Fallahpour et al. [1] collect raw data for supplier selection analysis via questionnaires and in the
meantime employ a hybrid model to choose a sustainable supplier in the textile manufacturing
company. Lo et al. [10] combine the best–worst method (BWM) with fuzzy TOPSIS when evaluating
the performance of green suppliers via order allocation method. Li et al. [29] find solutions for
problems regarding risks in selecting third-party reversed logistics provider by using prospect theory
to identify sustainable choices.

For buyers of raw palm oil, there is still a lack of concrete research on green supplier selection
with psychological problems since the number of green suppliers in the palm oil industry is still low.
Most of the available studies are related to sustainable agriculture [30], the environmental impact
of palm oil production [3], sustainable supplier selection in edible oil industry [17], and ecological
footprint assessment [31].

Available literature reviews reveal various methods and tools for evaluating and selecting green
suppliers; however, most of them refer to basic models such as AHP and ANP when assigning the
weight to each relevant criterion. Moreover, it seems that in-depth analyses on the factors’ impact have
been ignored; thus, this study tries to close this gap via the proposed model. Besides, decision methods
and theories have not been commonly used for solving the problems of complexity, uncertainty, and
vagueness as well as risk preference of decision-makers. To fill this research gap, this study focuses on
an integrated MCDM model based on prospect theory for green supplier selection under uncertain
environment aims to explore the plausible interrelationships among the considered criteria for a more
in-depth analysis and enhanced decision making.

3. Methodology

MCDM is a method that simultaneously considers multiple criteria and aids in decision making
by estimating the best case for each criterion after sorting limited available cases according to different
characteristics or criteria. This study proposes a fuzzy set to address concerns related to decision
uncertainties [32–34], comprising fuzzy DEMATEL-ANP based on prospect theory. First, fuzzy
DEMATEL is used to confirm the cause and of each criterion and to investigate the linkage between
each of the criteria. To subsequently calculate the weight of the criteria for green supplier selection, a
newly introduced integration of fuzzy DEMATEL and fuzzy ANP is also adopted. These methods are
capable of solving the criteria issues, namely dependency and feedback [2]. Finally, the psychologically
influenced behavior of the decision maker in supplier selection under environmental stress has also
been measured to assign a weight to each alternative by using prospect theory.
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3.1. Fuzzy Set Theory

Fuzzy set theory is beneficial for solving problems involving with uncertainties of human
cognition processes [35,36]. It was initially developed by Zadeh in 1965 and has been used for
categorizing objects via a membership continuum. The membership level is generally allotted to each
relevant object at the value ranged from zero to one [37,38].

Definition 1. A fuzzy set Ã in x is defined by

Ã = {(x, µA(x)), x ∈ R} (1)

in which x symbolizes real line values, R:−∞ < x < +∞ and µA(x) is formed by the continual mapping between
R and the closed interval [0, 1].

Definition 2. A fuzzy number is a fuzzy set in which the membership [39].

Triangular fuzzy numbers (TFN) are divided into three values: (1) the lowest possible value l, (2)
the most promising value m, and (3) the upper possible value u, TFN Ã is represented in the form of a
membership function µÃ(x).

µÃ(x) =


0, x < l
x − l
m − l , l < x ≤ m
u − x
u − m , m < x ≤ u
0, x > u

(2)

3.2. Fuzzy DEMATEL-ANP

DEMATEL-ANP is a particular type of integrated MCDM approach originated by Hsu and
Liou [40]. It pays attention to the possibility of inherent interrelation among each of the criteria which
may affect the influential weight assigned to each criterion. It is clear that DEMATEL is capable of
mapping out complex constructs and analyzing structural models by relying mainly on cause and
effect relationships [41]. However, the integration of ANP extends the power of the model to measure
more comprehensive constructs by referring to the ratio scale priorities when distributing the influence
among criteria in the decision problem [42].

3.3. Prospect Theory

Kahneman and Tversky firstly formed prospect theory in 1979. It explains decision making
behavior under risk and uncertainty. The absolute number of studies employs the prospect theory
to illustrate the two steps of decision making, including the editing step and the evaluation step. In
the initial state, editing, the decision-making results are placed in order based on the reference point
and utility function, eliminating the problems of bias or personal preference of decision makers. In
the evaluation state, the decision makers’ behaviors are in accordance with computed utility value
functions. During the evaluation state, behaviors of the decision makers follow computed utility
value functions. After the discretion of potential outcomes, a larger utility is selected. Furthermore,
Kahneman and Tversky have explicated three value function principles regarding decision maker
behaviors—namely loss aversion, reference dependence [43], and diminishing sensitivity—which are
usually represented in the form of asymmetric S-shaped value function, as exhibited in Figure 1. The
value function [44] can be illustrated as

v(x) =

{
xα, x ≥ 0
−λ(−x)β, x < 0

(3)
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α and β denote the adjustable coefficients, whereas α specifies the concavity and β specifies
the convexity of the value function. The value function satisfies the constraints 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 1. The
parameter λ denotes the loss aversion, and we employ the condition λ > 1. In this paper, we set the
parameter values as α = β = 0.88, λ = 2.25, as recommended by Tversky and Kahneman (1991) [44].

π(p) =


pγ

(pγ + (1 − p)γ)
1
γ

pδ

(pδ + (1 − p)δ)
1
δ

(4)

where γ is the attitude coefficient of risk gains whereas δ is the attitude coefficient of risk losses, and we
employ the condition 0 < γ, δ < 1. The values of γ and δ are stipulated as 0.61 and 0.69 respectively
in our experimental analysis [44].
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3.4. The Computational Step of the Fuzzy MCDM Model Based on Prospect Theory

The following explains the computational steps of an integrated MCDM model with regards
to the prospect theory. Figure 2 provides the purposed model for green supplier selection. A
detailed methodology of an integrated MCDM model based on prospect theory is presented in
the following section:
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Step 1: Design the fuzzy linguistic variables

The experts are asked to make the pairwise comparisons and the feedbacks are presented in the
form of triangular fuzzy numbers as seen in Table 1. The use of triangular fuzzy numbers enables
the relative significance of every paired item to be measured equally. In this case, triangular fuzzy
numbers act as the indicators of comparison ratios. The following is the given format to describe
the importance of element i over element j depending on the opinion of expert k, shown as z̃k

ij where

z̃k
ij = (1, 1, 1) if i = j, and z̃k

ij = (lk
ij, mk

ij, uk
ij) if i 6= j, for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n, and k = 1, 2, . . . , K. The fuzzy

judgment matrix derived from decision maker k, z̃k is defined as

Z̃k = {z̃k
ij} =


(1, 1, 1) (lk

12, mk
12, uk

12) · · · (lk
1n, mk

1n, uk
1n)

(lk
21, mk

21, uk
21) (1, 1, 1) · · · (lk

2n, mk
2n, uk

2n)
...

...
...

...
(lk

n1, mk
n1, uk

n1) (lk
n2, mk

n2, uk
n2) · · · (1, 1, 1)

 (5)

Table 1. Membership function of the triangular fuzzy numbers [45].

Definition Triangular Fuzzy Number

No Influence (N) (0, 0, 0.25)
Very Low Influence (VL) (0, 0.25, 0.50)

Low Influence (L) (0.25, 0.50, 0.75)
High Influence (H) (0.50, 0.75, 1.00)

Very High Influence (VH) (0.75, 1.00, 1.00)

Step 2: Transform triangular fuzzy numbers into the initial direct-relation matrix by using fuzzy
DEMATEL.

Let z̃k
ij = (lk

ij, mk
ij, uk

ij), be the influential level of criteria i on criteria j, with 1≤ k ≤ K. Then,
the fuzzy data can be converted into the crisp scores with (CFCS) defuzzification method, whereas
Equations (6)–(12) are calculated to acquire the crisp numbers [46].

Step 2.1: Normalize lower (xl), mean (xm), and upper (xu) fuzzy numbers

xlk
ij = (lk

ij −minlk
ij)/∆max

min (6)

xmk
ij = (mk

ij −minlk
ij)/∆max

min (7)

xuk
ij = (uk

ij −minlk
ij)/∆max

min (8)

where ∆max
min = maxuk

ij −minlk
ij.

Step 2.2: Calculate upper (xus) and lower (xls) normalized values

xusk
ij = xuk

ij/(1 + xuk
ij − xmk

ij) (9)

xlsk
ij = xmk

ij/(1 + xmk
ij − xlk

ij) (10)

Step 2.3: Calculate total normalized crisp values (x)

xk
ij = [xlsk

ij(1− xlsk
ij) + (xusk

ij ∗ xusk
ij)]/[1− xlsk

ij + xusk
ij] (11)
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Step 2.4: Compute crisp values (z)

zk
ij = minlk

ij + (xk
ij ∗ ∆max

min ) (12)

Step 2.5: Aggregate direct-relation crisp matrices and normalize. In this step, we aggregate the
direct-relation crisp matrices from all experts into an average or so-called a single overall crisp
direct-relation matrix by relying on Equation (13)

z̃ij =
1
K
(z̃1

ij + z̃2
ij + . . . + z̃K

ij ) (13)

Next, we can get the generalized direct-relation fuzzy matrix X̃ by normalizing the aggregated
direct-relation matrix via Equations (14) and (15) as shown below

Let z =
1

max1≤i≤n ∑n
j ãij

where z > 0 (14)

X̃ = z× Ã (15)

Step 2.6: Calculate the total influence matrix T̃, Equation (16) is calculated to acquire the total influence
matrix, in which I stands for the identity matrix.

T̃ = lim
k→∞

(X̃1 + X̃2 + . . . + X̃h) = X(I − X)−1 (16)

Later on, we sum up the total influence matrix T̃ to the total row (r̃) and column (s̃) using
Equations (17) and (18) as defined below;

r̃ = [r̃i]n×1 =

[
n

∑
j=1

t̃ij

]
n×1

(17)

s̃ =
[
s̃j
]

n×1 =

[
n

∑
j=1

t̃ij

]
1×n

(18)

where, T̃ =
[
t̃ij
]
, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n,

Step 3: Establish fuzzy ANP to obtain the criteria weights

In 1996, Saaty firstly introduced ANP to handle the problems of real-world feedback and
underlying interdependence among the criteria and among the alternatives [47]. ANP is said to
be a generalized module of AHP [48]. ANP technique acts as an option to the hierarchy revealed in
AHP through the formation of a network that supports ANP to model the interactions among decision
criteria in order to find solutions for certain complex non-linear problems. ANP practically supports
a systematic analysis of various types of interactions so that it is defined as a useful tool in MCDM
situations [49]. We outline the processes of fuzzy ANP below.

Step 3.1: Perform pairwise comparisons using TFN linguistic scale

Each of the respondent experts assesses each pair of dimension and criteria on the TFN linguistic
scale. Thus, the relative importance of the importance of element i over element j from the perspective
of the decision maker k, shown as ãk

ij where ãk
ij = (1, 1, 1) if i = j, and ãk

ij = (lk
ij, mk

ij, uk
ij) if i 6= j, for i, j =

1, 2, . . . , n.
Ã =

{
ãij
}

n×n; ãij = (lij, mij, uij) (19)
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in which,
lij = min

k
(lk

ij), mij = min
k

(mk
ij), uij = min

k
(uk

ij) (20)

Step 3.2: Use Chang’s extent analysis to determine the priority weights

Chang’s technique of extent analysis enables the assessment of the weighting of multiple
decision-making attributes [50]. With this technique, we calculate the local priority via the aggregate
fuzzy judgment matrix as shown in Equation (19). Chang’s extent analysis technique consists of the
following procedures:

i. The fuzzy synthetic extent value in terms of the element (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), is defined as

S̃i ≡ (li, mi, ui) =
n
∑

j=1
ãij ⊗

[
n
∑

i=1

n
∑

j=1
ãij

]−1

≈
(

∑n
j=1 lij

∑n
i=1 ∑n

j=1 uij
,

∑n
j=1 mij

∑n
i=1 ∑n

j=1 mij
,

∑n
j=1 uij

∑n
i=1 ∑n

j=1 lij

)
(21)

where lij, mij and uij are given by Equation (20).

ii. The degree of possibility of S̃i ≡ (li, mi, ui) ≥ S̃j ≡ (lj, mj, uj) for two elements namely i and j
is described as Equation (22)

V(S̃i ≥ S̃j) =


1, i f mi ≥ mj
0, i f lj ≥ ui

ui − lj
(ui − mi) + (mj − lj)

otherwise
(22)

As illustrated in Figure 3, the value of V(S̃i ≥ S̃j) presents the greatest intersection point ordinated
between any pair of fuzzy membership functions.
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Compile the degree of possibility for S̃i to exceed all other n − 1 TFN, so that,

d′(S̃i) ≡ V(S̃i ≥ S̃1, . . . , S̃i−1, S̃i+1, . . . , S̃n) = min
j

V(S̃i ≥ S̃j), f or j = 1, 2, . . . , n, j 6= i. (23)

iii. Acquire the normalized priority vector W = (w1, w2, . . . , wn) of the fuzzy judgment matrix Ã
where wi is given by

wi =
d′(S̃i)

∑n
j=1 d′(S̃j)

, i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n. (24)

Step 3.3: Develop and analyze the supermatrix and the limit supermatrix
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The steps in this process reflect the interdependence effects in the supermatrix to explain
three types of relationships: (i) independence from the subsequent criteria and sub-criteria; (ii)
interdependence between the criteria and sub-criteria levels; and (iii) interdependence among the
dimensions and criteria themselves. Firstly, we apply the priority weights of all dimensions and
criteria previously calculated in Step 3.2 to create the unweighted supermatrix which is a multi-block
matrix. Each single block portrays the linkage between the two nodes within the network, while each
column in every block exhibits a priority weight vector inputted into supermatrix in accordance with
the proper flow of impacts among the nodes. In case there is not any influence or impact between the
two factors, the weight will be shown in the supermatrix as zero. The weighted supermatrix has the
property that the sum of all columns is unity, which is the result of normalization of the unweighted
supermatrix. The weighted supermatrix is set to be powered by 2k + 1, whereas k is an arbitrarily large
number. In case of a very small change in the arrays of the supermatrix by sequent powers, we achieve
convergence on the importance weights, and the newly obtained matrix is nominated as the limit
supermatrix. Consequently, we can refer to this limit supermatrix to derive the relative weights [48].

Step 4: Decision-making based on prospect theory

When the prospect theory is applied, the reference point becomes a crucial factor in
decision-making. In this condition, the reference points are generally chosen from the following key
points: zero-point; mean value; maximum value and minimum value [51]. Let S =

{
S1, S2, . . . , Sn}

where (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) be the set of the green supplier, and C = {C1, C2, . . . , Cn} be the set of criteria,
and w = {w1, w2, . . . , wn}T be the weight vector related to them, satisfying wj ∈ [0, 1] and ∑n

j=1 wj = 1.
Let H = (hij)m×n be the decision matrix, where hij is provided by the decision maker for the evaluation
of the supplier Si under the criteria Cij. When the attribute weight information is complete, this paper
expands the prospect theory to handle the green or sustainable supplier selection issues in the MCDM
problem which involves the following step.

Step 4.1: Determine the positive ideal solution (PIS) and the negative ideal solution (NIS) of all
alternatives under each criterion are set as [51]

G = (h1, h2, . . . , hm) =

{
max

1≤i≤n
(hi1), max

1≤i≤n
(hi2), . . . , max

1≤i≤n
(him)

}
; (25)

B = (h1, h2, . . . , hm) =

{
min

1≤i≤n
(hi1), min

1≤i≤n
(hi2), . . . , min

1≤i≤n
(him)

}
(26)

Step 4.2: Calculate the gain and loss value of each alternative

d(Si, G) = {d(hi1, G1), d(hi2, G2), . . . , d(him, Gm)} (27)

d(Si, B) = {d(hi1, B1), d(hi2, B2), . . . , d(him, Bm)} (28)

Step 4.3: Besides, d(hij, Gj) and d(hij, Bj) are substituted into Equation (3)

When the reference point is the PIS, the decision-makers tend to be the risk seekers as they are
about to confront with losses, so that d(hij, Gj) is substituted into v(x) = −λ(−x)β. In contrast, when
the reference point is the NIS, the benefits enable the decision-makers to engage in risk aversion, so
that, d(hij, Bj) is substituted into v(x) = xα. The formula can be deduced as

v−(d(hij, Gj)) = −λ(d(hij, Gj))
β (29)

v+(d(hij, Bj)) = (d(hij, Bj))
β (30)
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Step 4.4: Calculate the integrated prospect value of each alternative and make a ranking based on
Equation (4) and obtain the weights of criteria from fuzzy DANP, the prospect theory weights can be
derived from

V =
m

∑
j=1

v+ij π+(wj) +
m

∑
j=1

v−ij π−(wj) (31)

4. Case Study

Responding to the global competition, all enterprises need to enhance the essential competencies
towards global strategic management, and resource efficiency is one of the impactful strategies. In
this section, our empirical study demonstrates how palm oil product purchasing companies apply our
proposed method to evaluate and select the green suppliers of palm oil products for manufacturing
inputs. We introduce the case study of green supplier selection methods when evaluating the suppliers
of palm oil products for manufacturing inputs, the company’s name is given as ‘ABC’ for data
confidentiality. ABC Company is one of the major producers of cooking oils, non-dairy creamers,
and portions of margarine in Thailand. The company applies the environmental policy in its whole
supply chain, including sourcing process and cooperative actions with all suppliers to encourage green
practices. ABC has listed three potential green suppliers, namely S1, S2, and S3. Data collection is
conducted via semi-structured interviews partially by telephone and partially face to face. Respondents
include six procurement experts of ABC Company who have more than 10 years of experience in the
palm oil products industry.

4.1. Evaluation Index System for Evaluating Suppliers of Palm Oil Products

To create the evaluation index system for selecting green suppliers in the palm oil products
industry, the buyer needs to consider relevant factors carefully so that the evaluation is well qualified.
The evaluation index system has two layers. It consists of five dimensions, and each dimension has
three criteria. In total, fifteen criteria are included in this study as shown in Figure 4. To provide full
guidelines for procurement decision-makers, concrete details on definitions, and explanations are
portrayed as follows.

• Environmental management systems (C1)

It is unarguable that a supplier with a lack of flexibility, unwell-managed planning, or a
miscommunication bears some risks including the waste of resources during the transactions between
the buyer and the supplier. Therefore, the environmental management system is an essential factor that
indicates the possible ecological impact of the supplier’s operations. In this study, the environmental
management system includes three aspects: environmental policies, environmental planning, and
implementation and operation.

• Environmental improvement quality (C2)

Capability to source high-quality raw materials is one of the most critical factors. Unqualified raw
materials negatively affect the whole supply chain and the productions in palm oil-related product
industries. Besides, it also negatively impacts natural environments. Hence, a sustainable supplier
should contribute to qualified sourcing processes regarding either the packaging or environmentally
friendly procurement management such as ISO14001 and the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil
(RSPO). Environmental improvement quality includes three aspects: quality system, the rate of certified
products, and process capability exponent.

• Price capability of suppliers (C3)

A sustainable supplier should set up its product price reasonably covering its required cost.
A good supplier should be able to balance its cost and price management. More specifically, a
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green supplier would seek any opportunity to reduce overconsumption of energy or to invent the
technologies that facilitate its operations. Price capacity of suppliers includes three aspects: supply
capability, capability for product development, and level of technique.

• Green image (C4)

An environmentally friendly operation has positive impacts on not only a supplier’s performance
but also on its reputation to the consumers and society. Hence, active cooperation or strategies, such
as environmentally friendly stakeholder relationship as well as industrial waste management policy,
are considered the strengths of a supplier. Green image includes three aspects: green market share,
customer purchasing retention, and stakeholder relationship.

• Environmental competencies (C5)

When evaluating green supply chain alignment of a supplier, a supplier’s capability to ensure
environmental protection and sustainable development is the top priority. For instance, it is
recommended to employ green technology, recycling management, reverse logistics, as well as waste
management throughout the whole supply chain, namely from ordering until delivery. Additionally,
we should promote practices that lead to improvement of maintenances and facilities, modifications to
production processes, and substitution of materials. Environmental competencies include three aspects:
clean technology availability, environmentally friendly materials, and pollution reduction capability.
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4.2. Green Supplier Selection in Palm Oil Industry Using the Proposed Model

An integrated MCDM based on the prospect theory mentioned in Section 3.4 is employed to find
the solution for green supplier selection. After finalizing the index system with total of 15 criteria,
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we analyze the cause and effect relationship between factors using fuzzy DEMATEL (Step 1–2). The
process starts from denoting the expert’s linguistic evaluation by interpreting the six experts’ responses
to fuzzy value (using Table 1) and the judgment matrix for decision makers in Equation (5). For
example, it could be determined that the ‘environmental management system (C1)’ category is more
influence than ’environmental improvement quality (C2)’, and an expert may rate this judgment as ‘no
influence’. Next, we follow Equations (6)–(11) to transform triangular fuzzy numbers into the initial
direct-relation matrix and modify converting fuzzy data into CFCS defuzzification method. Table 2
exhibits the initial direct-relation TFN matrix among dimension for one expert.

Table 2. Initial direct-relation TFN matrixes among dimension of one the experts.

Linguistic Comparison Corresponding TFNs

Dimension C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

C1 1 N L L H (1, 1, 1) (0, 0, 0.25) (0.25, 0.50,
0.75)

(0.25, 0.50,
0.75)

(0.50, 0.75,
1.00)

C2 H 1 VH L VH (0.50, 0.75,
1.00) (1, 1, 1) (0.75, 1.00,

1.00)
(0.25, 0.50,

0.75)
(0.75, 1.00,

1.00)

C3 N L 1 VH H (0, 0, 0.25) (0, 0, 0.25) (1, 1, 1) (0.75, 1.00,
1.00)

(0.50, 0.75,
1.00)

C4 L H VH 1 VH (0.25, 0.50,
0.75)

(0.50, 0.75,
1.00)

(0.75, 1.00,
1.00) (1, 1, 1) (0.75, 1.00,

1.00)

C5 VH H N L 1 (0.75, 1.00,
1.00)

(0.50, 0.75,
1.00) (0, 0, 0.25) (0.25, 0.50,

0.75) (1, 1, 1)

Then, we aggregate direct-relation crisp matrices Z̃6 among dimension for all experts by using
Equation (13) given in Table 3. Then, Equation (15) is used to generalize direction-relation matrix X̃
given in Table 4.

Table 3. Aggregated initial direct-relation matrix Z̃6 for all dimension and criteria for all six experts.

Dimensions C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

C1 0.00 0.85 0.07 0.34 0.15
C2 0.89 0.00 0.27 0.46 0.34
C3 0.19 0.39 0.00 0.66 0.77
C4 0.31 0.54 0.42 0.00 0.42
C5 0.27 0.46 0.70 0.35 0.00

Table 4. Generalized direct-relation matrix X̃ for all criteria and all six experts.

Dimensions C1 C2 C3 C4 C5

C1 0.00 0.38 0.03 0.15 0.07
C2 0.40 0.00 0.12 0.21 0.15
C3 0.08 0.17 0.00 0.29 0.34
C4 0.14 0.24 0.19 0.00 0.19
C5 0.12 0.21 0.31 0.15 0.00

To get the total-relation matrix T̃, we use the direct-relation matrix data in Table 4 for all criteria
and all experts and apply it to Equation (16), then using the total influence matrix T̃ to get the total row
(r̃) and column (s̃) sum as defined in Equations (17) and (18) and presented in Table 5. The influence
received by dimensions for the total fuzzy influence T̃ matrix (cause and effect relation) of dimensions
is shown in Table 6. The cause and effect relationship for criteria in each dimension is obtained in the
same manner.
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Table 5. Total influence matrix T̃ among dimensions for all six experts.

Dimensions C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 r̃i

C1 0.55 0.92 0.44 0.63 0.51 3.06
C2 0.96 0.81 0.62 0.81 0.70 3.91
C3 0.76 0.98 0.60 0.93 0.92 4.19
C4 0.72 0.92 0.65 0.60 0.71 3.61
C5 0.73 0.93 0.78 0.78 0.60 3.81
s̃i 3.72 4.56 3.08 3.75 3.46

Table 6. Influence received by dimensions for the total fuzzy influence T̃ matrix.

Dimensions C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 r̃i+s̃i r̃i−s̃i

C1 0.55 0.92 0.44 0.63 0.51 6.77 −0.66
C2 0.96 0.81 0.62 0.81 0.70 8.47 −0.68
C3 0.76 0.98 0.60 0.93 0.92 7.27 1.10
C4 0.72 0.92 0.65 0.60 0.71 7.36 −0.15
C5 0.73 0.93 0.78 0.78 0.60 7.27 0.36

Based on Table 6, we can obtain the network relation map of dimensions as illustrated in Figure 5.
The total relation matrix is defuzzified while the threshold value is given as 0.04 based on the suggestion
of the experts. Hence, we acquire the mapping of impact relationship as presented in Figure 6.
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The next step is to construct pairwise comparisons matrixes by using fuzzy ANP to find the
relations between the dimensions belonging to different criteria (Step 3). All experts were requested
to complete the pairwise comparisons of 5 dimensions and 15 criteria in order to allocate weightings
to relevant criteria. For instances, the experts might value the ‘environmental management system
(C1)’ category as more critical than ‘environmental improvement quality (C2)’, so that they mark their
judgment as ‘very high importance’. The pairwise comparison marking concerns with the TFNs as
described in Table 1 and employed via Equation (20) (Step 3.1).

Afterwards, we utilize Chang’s extent analysis to decide the priority weights as illustrated
in Step 3.2. Furthermore, we establish the priority weights of associated dimensions and criteria
grounded on the calculation of aggregate fuzzy judgment. Accordingly, Equation (21) is compiled
to identify the fuzzy synthetic extent values while Equation (22) is calculated to get the degree of
possibility. Meanwhile, Equation (23) demonstrates the non-normalized weights of the five criteria.
Finally, Equation (24) is employed to calculate the normalized priority weights. Table 7 explains the
comparison matrix for the main criteria and the final Chang’s priority weights calculated via MATLAB.

Table 7. The final Chang’s priority weights for all dimensions.

Corresponding TFNs

Dimensions C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Weights

C1 (1, 1, 1) (0.73, 1.22,
1.63)

(0.38, 0.52,
1,48)

(0.30, 0.22,
1,46)

(0.04, 0.22,
1.03) 0.243

C2
(0.73, 1.22,

1.63) (1, 1, 1) (0.44, 1.28,
1.30)

(0.39, 1.11,
1.03)

(1.28, 0.41,
1.39) 0.201

C3
(0.58, 0.81,

1.26)
(0.68, 0.92,

1,38) (1, 1, 1) (0.42, 1.70,
1.61)

(0.74, 1.33,
1.82) 0.225

C4
(0.60, 0.33,

1.32)
(0.54, 1.08,

1.96)
(0.95, 1.00,

1.56) (1, 1, 1) (0.55, 0.23,
0.25) 0.121

C5
(0.36, 0.83,

1.22)
(0.74, 1.08,

1.61)
(0.54, 1.50,

1.00)
(0.64, 1.23,

1.30) (1, 1, 1) 0.210

Nonetheless, we repeat the calculation of weight, interdependency among dimensions, and
inter-criteria impact and place the measured values into relevant columns in order to establish the
unweighted supermatrix (Step 3.3), which is exhibited in Table 8. Then, we normalize the unweighted
supermatrix into the weighted supermatrix, in which the sum of each column is now equal to one. To
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obtain the final weights of the evaluation criteria, we raise the power of the weighted supermatrix to
2k + 1 until reaching the stabilized and equal value of each column. In the end, we compile the limit
supermatrix as pictured in Table 9.

Table 8. Unweights supermatrix for all criteria.

Criteria C11 C12 C13 C21 C22 C23 C31 C32 C33 C41 C42 C43 C51 C52 C53

C11 0 0 0 0.337 0.209 0.230 0.201 0.200 0.185 0.125 0.236 0.189 0.220 0.135 0.204
C12 0 0 0 0.369 0.353 0.200 0.126 0.231 0.222 0.303 0.211 0.155 0.139 0.222 0.211
C13 0 0 0 0.320 0.314 0.200 0.301 0.203 0.245 0.153 0.164 0.253 0.221 0.280 0.221
C21 0.343 0.200 0.220 0 0 0 0.152 0.143 0.118 0.233 0.250 0.206 0.220 0.211 0.210
C22 0.355 0.233 0.250 0 0 0 0.220 0.223 0.230 0.186 0.139 0.197 0.200 0.152 0.154
C23 0.302 0.327 0.281 0 0 0 0.232 0.242 0.203 0.285 0.252 0.230 0.228 0.240 0.250
C31 0.339 0.351 0.313 0.240 0.246 0.221 0 0 0 0.253 0.293 0.207 0.273 0.213 0.210
C32 0.333 0.322 0.205 0.254 0.275 0.210 0 0 0 0.212 0.304 0.310 0.197 0.210 0.331
C33 0.328 0.319 0.201 0.255 0.301 0.154 0 0 0 0.250 0.151 0.253 0.302 0.337 0.209
C41 0.402 0.321 0.333 0.327 0.319 0.305 0.371 0.264 0.400 0 0 0 0.277 0.369 0.353
C42 0.349 0.360 0.331 0.351 0.321 0.301 0.267 0.300 0.300 0 0 0 0.323 0.320 0.314
C43 0.249 0.249 0.336 0.322 0.360 0.394 0.362 0.436 0.300 0 0 0 0.400 0.311 0.333
C51 0.333 0.153 0.220 0.223 0.201 0.232 0.242 0.203 0.228 0.253 0.244 0.203 0 0 0
C52 0.331 0.291 0.310 0.289 0.191 0.222 0.231 0.340 0.361 0.270 0.351 0.303 0 0 0
C53 0.336 0.343 0.231 0.288 0.321 0.333 0.282 0.258 0.190 0.233 0.150 0.261 0 0 0

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Table 9. Stable matrix of fuzzy ANP when power of 2k + 1.

Criteria C11 C12 C13 C21 C22 C23 C31 C32 C33 C41 C42 C43 C51 C52 C53

Weight 0.071 0.086 0.058 0.082 0.062 0.069 0.067 0.061 0.074 0.053 0.083 0.057 0.056 0.065 0.055

With regards to the criteria weights, we can now assess a green supplier by referring to the criteria
based on the prospect theory method (Step 4). Here, we use S1, S2, and S3 to denote the three suppliers,
respectively. A number of contributing elements combine to create a range of products that meet the
demands of customers in the market place within Thailand palm oil industry. We assess the suppliers’
performance by gathering insights from six experts from Thailand palm oil sector. We refer to the rating
scale that ranges from 0 to 4 is when conducting the evaluation. 0 indicates very low performance,
whereas 4 denotes very high performance. The mean scores are taken for each supplier. Next, we can
get the decision matrix H = (hij)m×n.

Then, the PIS and NIS (Step 4.1) of the alternatives in each criteria are assigned by using
Equations (25) and (26) as follows:

G = (h1, h2, . . . , hm) =

{
max

1≤i≤n
(hi1), max

1≤i≤n
(hi2), . . . , max

1≤i≤n
(him)

}

=


(0.68, 0.75, 0.83), (0.29, 0.44, 1.00), (0.22, 0.36, 1.00), (0.42, 0.50, 0.63), (0.75, 0.88, 1.00), (0.63, 0.77, 1.00),
(0.50, 0.67, 1.00), (0.03, 0.51, 1.00), (0.60, 0.70, 0.80), (0.60, 0.70, 0.80), (0.80, 0.90, 1.00), (0.42, 0.73, 0.44),

(0.12, 0.13, 0.15), (0.97, 0.97, 0.97), (0.76, 0.86, 1.00)


B = (h1, h2, . . . , hm) =

{
min

1≤i≤n
(hi1), min

1≤i≤n
(hi2), . . . , min

1≤i≤n
(him)

}

=


(0.13, 0.16, 0.21), (0.17, 0.18, 0.18), (0.12, 0.15, 0.20), (0.38, 0.63, 0.81), (0.20, 0.03, 0.75), (0.02, 0.02, 0.02),
(0.20, 0.22, 0.25), (0.01, 0.10, 0.20), (0.30, 0.20, 0.10), (0.00, 0.10, 0.20), (0.10, 0.50, 0.31), (0.42, 0.73, 0.44),

(0.00, 1.00, 1.00), (0.26, 0.26, 0.26), (0.25, 0.33, 0.50)



(32)

The gain and loss value of each alternative is calculated by using Equations (27) and (28),
respectively and presented as follows:
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d(S1, G)

d(S2, G)

d(S3, G)


=


0.38, 0.44, 0.00, 0.00, 0.25, 0.79, 0.53, 0.59, 0.40, 0.80, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.50, 0.15
0.13, 0.00, 0.21, 0.21, 0.20, 0.00, 0.43, 0.47, 0.28, 0.20, 0.60, 0.40, 0.20, 0.87, 0.03
0.71, 0.50, 0.48, 0.24, 0.25, 0.00, 0.00, 0.52, 0.20, 0.20, 0.60, 0.60, 0.74, 0.00, 0.00


d(S1, B)
d(S2, B)
d(S3, B)


=


0.38, 0.44, 0.00, 0.00, 0.25, 0.79, 0.53, 0.59, 0.40, 0.80, 0.00, 0.00, 0.00, 0.50, 0.15
0.13, 0.00, 0.21, 0.21, 0.20, 0.00, 0.43, 0.47, 0.28, 0.20, 0.60, 0.40, 0.20, 0.87, 0.03
0.71, 0.50, 0.48, 0.24, 0.25, 0.00, 0.00, 0.52, 0.20, 0.20, 0.60, 0.60, 0.74, 0.00, 0.00



(33)

After obtaining the gain and loss values, corresponding positive and negative prospect value
matrixes v− and v+ are acquired by Equations (29) and (30).

v− = −

 0.96 1.09 0.00 0.00 0.66 1.84 1.29 1.42 1.00 1.85 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.22 1.31
0.37 0.00 0.57 0.55 0.00 1.06 1.15 0.73 0.55 1.44 1.00 0.55 1.98 0.11 0.34
1.66 1.22 1.18 0.65 0.66 0.00 0.00 1.26 0.55 0.55 1.44 1.44 1.72 0.00 0.12


v+ =

 0.50 0.11 0.53 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.64 0.64 0.00 0.88 0.46 0.31
0.62 0.55 0.32 0.30 0.44 0.09 0.65 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.45 0.55 0.00 0.89 0.04
0.74 0.42 0.26 0.00 0.03 0.17 0.09 0.10 0.64 0.45 0.64 0.00 0.00 0.16 0.92


The integrated prospect values of the alternative, as well as the rankings are based on Equation

(4) and the obtained weights of criteria regarding fuzzy DEMATEL-ANP are shown in Table 10. The
prospect theory weights are calculated and shown as follows:

π+(wj) = {0.511, 0.001, 0.112, 0.135, 0.004, 0.456, 0.063, 0.000, 0.02, 0.050, 0.213, 0.069, 0.141, 0.000}

π−(wj) =

{
−0.105,−0.330, 0.000,−0.223, 0.000, 0.000,−0.431,−0.311, 0.000,−0.009, 0.000,

−0.009, 0.000,−0.142,−0.100

}

Table 10. Ranking results with different value of λ.

Different Values of λ Ranking Orders of Green Supplier

λ = 1 S3 � S2 � S1

λ = 1.25 S3 � S2 � S1

λ = 1.75 S2 � S3 � S1

λ = 2.25 S2 � S3 � S1

λ = 2.75 S2 � S3 � S1

λ = 3.25 S2 � S3 � S1

λ = 4.00 S2 � S3 � S1

After the prospect value weight are specified, the integrated prospect values of each alternative
can be obtained as V1 = 0.130, V2 = 0.402, V3 = 0.283 and these values are arranged as S2 � S3 � S1.

4.3. Sensitivity Analysis

Practically, decision making includes psychological factors—such as loss aversion, reference
dependence, and risk preference—which are possible to influence the final decisions. Our sensitivity
analysis denotes λ as the loss aversion parameter for the integrated fuzzy MCDM model. To test
the lost aversion in green palm oil supplier selection, we alter the value of λ and complete the green
supplier ranking case by case. As illustrated in Table 11, when λ = 1, supplier S3 ranks first among
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three suppliers. Then, the ranking changes as the loss aversion parameter (λ) increases, indicating the
robustness of integrated fuzzy MCDM based on the prospect theory. However, after a certain point, an
increase in the λ value no longer affects the ranking result, and it is clear that S2 outperforms S3 and
S1, implying that the loss aversion is intensified.

Table 11. Comparisons with another method

Methods Orders of Alternatives

Fuzzy DEMATEL-ANP based on prospect theory
DEMATEL-ANP-VIKOR

S2 � S3 � S1

S2 � S3 � S1

4.4. Comparative Analysis

In this section, we compare the tools in fuzzy DEMATEL-ANP based on prospect theory with
DEMATEL-ANP-VIKOR. VIKOR method is generally used for multi-criteria alternative ranking
regarding the measure of closeness to the ideal solution while assigning the weight to each
alternative [52]. Interestingly, the ranking results of both fuzzy DEMATEL-ANP based on prospect
theory and DEMATEL-ANP-VIKOR methods are similar, as exhibited in Table 11. The reason is that,
after considering the risk preference and decision makers’ behavior in MCDM problems in an uncertain
environment, both rankings turn out more reasonable and fit with decision makers’ actual needs as
well as behavior preferences.

5. Discussion and Analysis of the Results

The findings of this study are summarized and discussed as follows:

(1) The fuzzy DEMATEL method is employed to determine the interdependence between each
dimension as shown in Table 6. Moreover, Figure 5 represents the cause and effect values of all
dimensions. It turns out that dimensions C1, C3, and C4 do not exhibit cause and effect with other
dimensions. However, dimensions C2 and C5 are affected by the other dimensions. For the cause,
the most significant factors include environmental improvement quality (C2). It implies that
the buyers mainly focus on the environmental improvement quality which is described as the
cooperation on quality management throughout the process (from ordering to delivery). Other
important causal factors in the experts’ viewpoints are price capability of suppliers (C3) and green
image (C4) respectively, indicating buyers’ attention on environmentally friendly operations.
Hence, it is essential to encourage positive reputation regarding green procurement and pricing.
For effects, the most significant factor is environmental improvement quality (C2), implying
that buyers pay attention to the quality of palm oil products provided by the suppliers so that
a green supplier should focus more on standardized product quality as well as environmental
management systems. Inferior to (C2), another influencing factor is environmental management
systems (C1), supporting that a supplier without effective environmental management systems
or green procurement strategies should not be able to accomplish organizational sustainability.
Hence, for a green supplier, it is recommended that they push forward an effective environmental
management system in order to expand sales opportunities and extend long-term relationships
with enterprises, more specifically the green buyers.

(2) After determining the weight of all criteria using fuzzy ANP, we found that the maximum weight
is assigned to implementation and operation (C13) as shown in Table 10. The result suggests that
a sustainable supplier should give priority to the development of a strategy on cooperation and
work process improvement starting from order planning to delivery of raw materials, in order to
align with buyers’ expectation regarding environmental management policy.

(3) By employing the prospect theory to handle the psychological behaviors of the decision team,
we obtain the ranking result stating the supplier S2 is the most appropriate green alternative.
Moreover, sensitivity analysis result points out that those green supplier rankings are sensitive to
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the value of the loss aversion parameter (λ). Additionally, comparative analysis is extensively
conducted to clarify the rationality of our proposed model.

Our proposed methods have eliminated the limitations of classic MCDM problem-solving. Our
model covers a more significant number of dimensions, and at the same time solves the problem of
fuzzification by arranging the distinctive fuzzy grades in case of involvement with multiple decision
makers when making the decision. The major contribution of this study to MCDM research is to
develop a concrete and practical decision-making guideline for cooperation on environmentally
friendly sourcing and selection of green suppliers of palm oil products which require raw materials
for various consumer goods. While previous studies usually focus only on the weighting of relevant
factors, we modify an integrated fuzzy MCDM to our model aiming to minimize the problem caused
by the complexity and uncertainty regarding the selection of green suppliers of palm oil products.
Additionally, we include the prospect theory which is a newly defined MCDM for the analysis of
decision makers’ risk preference in an uncertain environment, leading to adequately realistic and
reasonable results. Accordingly, the procurement team can refer to those results when seeking a
green supplier. Meanwhile, a supplier can also use this guideline when trying to create a sustainable
cooperation with buyers in green supply chains. However, it is still possible to reduce the complexity
of the model by adopting additional methods which can be extracted from a broader set of dimensions
and criteria.

6. Conclusions

The global consumer demand for products in the palm oil products industry has increased
dramatically, especially for consumer goods such as cooking oil, non-dairy cream, and other related
processed products. In Thailand, a certain number of modern enterprises focus on going green
by engaging only in green supply chains. Accordingly, they try to seek green suppliers of raw
materials needed for manufacturing. Since palm oil product is considered a high-demand raw
material, this study presents an integrated conceptual framework to build and strengthen green
supply chains for Thailand’s palm oil sector. Our proposed model is distinct from the classic model in
the reviewed literature. Firstly, traditional models assume that green supplier selection is characterized
by interdependent and interactive criteria. However, in reality, independent criteria and dimensions
characterize decision making with probable conflicting and feedback effects.

Moreover, this study analyzes the latent problems caused by decision makers’ behaviors that
might reflect the unscientific evaluation results. Possible latent problems are:

• Indicators used on supplier evaluation do not cover all relevant aspects and do not align with
green supplier characteristics.

• Procurement teams deal with lots of information so that there is a high possibility of information
loss; meanwhile traditional data management only transforms the data into the real number,
leading to the problems of uncertainty environment.

• The weight determining method used in a traditional green supplier selection model can neither
handle uncertainty or fuzziness nor analyze cause and effect relationships, thus biasedly impacting
the final decision making results.

• The decision makers’ behavioral characteristics usually contain over expectations and risks under
different environments.

The major innovations and impactful research findings of this paper are as follows:

• We synthesize factors for selecting green suppliers by combining the data from the interview with
procurement experts and the literature reviews, and finally came up with the five most significant
dimensions, each with three criteria

• An integrated multi-criteria decision-making method using fuzzy DEMATEL is helpful to identify
the cause and effect interrelationship of green factors, while ANP is helpful to identify index
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weights of various elements based on the comparison matrix and the network structure of
interdependency. Hence, the procurement team can effectively enhance decision making efficiency,
especially in environmentally friendly sourcing strategies

• Our decision-making framework applies the case study of three supplier candidates—namely S1,
S2, and S3—by employing the prospect theory to synthesize the risk preference of decision makers
when ranking the three suppliers’ green performance. After conducting the sensitivity analysis,
S2 � S3 � S1. With careful consideration of risk preference and decision makers’ behavior, our
prospect theory integrating MCDM in an uncertain environment provides results that are more
consistent with the reality, leading to the selection of green alternatives that most satisfy the
procurement team’s psychological preference and expectation.

The findings of the current study can serve as a reference for decision-makers who aim to reduce
the gaps in the alternatives and reach ideal levels. Such knowledge can help both buyers and suppliers
to understand the relevant factors for green performance and devise strategies for improvement. The
empirical example demonstrates the substantial effect of interdependencies among all the criteria.
Therefore, it is now possible to identify the best choice among all potential green suppliers of palm oil
products in Thailand.

However, an additional limitation exists: the weightings are assessed by various procurement
managers. This can lead to a lack of consistency among their judgments, which in turn, can potentially
affect the final outcomes. Given that managers’ personal viewpoints might deliberately or inadvertently
lead to biased allocations of the weightings, the scope of the study can be broadened in future research
to increase the accuracy. Furthermore, manager perspectives within Thailand’s palm oil products
sector should be applied, because their opinions and expertise can undoubtedly contribute to the
decision-making process. However, our conclusions are exclusively based on Thailand’s palm oil
products industry; thus, caution should be exercised in interpreting the results and in generalizing the
conclusion. Future studies can refer to other cases in manufacturing to test our model across industries
and draw accurate comparisons.
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